Phenotyping of photosynthetic traits in isogenic chlorophyll-deficient wheat mutant lines
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Introduction
Improving of photosynthetic efficiency has been recently identified as one of the key routes to increase the genetic yield potential of the major crops, including wheat (Long et al. 2015). Although long-term selection for high yields entailed improvement of anatomical and biochemical traits of the leaves of modern high-yielding wheat genotypes (Brestic et al. 2018), there is significant underutilized photosynthetic capacity among existing wheat varieties (Driever et al. 2014). Thus, there are still several ways to improve the photosynthetic efficiency in major crops (Zhu et al. 2010).

Plant material and cultivation

Biological material: bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L.), wild type (cv. Novosibirskaya 67, NS-67), and chlorophyll-less mutant lines ANBW-4A, ANBW-4B, ANK-32A as well as durum wheat (Triticum durum L.), wild type (cv. LD-222), and chlorophyll-less mutant lines ANDW-7A, ANDW-7B, and ANDW-8A. Wheat plants were grown in pots (nine seedlings per pot) with the standard peat substrate. The pots were regularly irrigated and occasionally fertilized using liquid fertilizer with micronutrients. The cultivation and experiment were carried out in a growth chamber with artificial light provided by fluorescent tubes (growing conditions: 10/14 h dark/light at 18/23 °C; PAR at leaf level ~ 200 µmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹). The photochemical responses at the PSI and PSII level were analyzed by a Dual-PAM-100 (Walz, Germany) with a ChlF unit and P700 dual wavelength (830/875 nm) unit, as described by Klughammer and Schreiber (1994). The photosynthetic rate was measured by the open infra-red gas exchange system (Licor 6400, Licor, USA). The measurements of gas exchange, ChlF and P700 were analyzed from five repeated measurements.

Results and discussion

Antenna mutants represent a unique tool to study photosynthetic processes. Moreover, thanks to high variability of leaf and physiological traits (chlorophyll content, growth rate, photosynthetic responses) the collection of mutant and parental lines is particularly useful for phenotyping. In our experiments, we examined in vivo high light responses and photosynthetic capacity of chlorophyll b-less isogenic mutant line of spring wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) – ANBW-4A, ANBW-4B, ANK-32A and durum wheat (Triticum durum L.) – ANDW-7A, ANDW-7B, ANDW-8A, ANDW-8B in comparison to parental lines representing the wild type (WT) in different growth phases. The mutants differed significantly in chlorophyll content and growth rate. Whereas in initial growth phases, the chlorina-phenotype effect was dominant in all mutant lines, in later growth phases, the
chlorophyll content in some mutants increased significantly, but remained at a significantly lower level compared to WT. The simultaneous measurements of chlorophyll fluorescence and P700 absorbance indicated altered electron and proton transport, resulting to lower trans-thylakoid pH-gradient, leading to lower NPQ in early growth phases.

Conclusions

As a result of insufficient regulation of linear electron transport, the acceptor side of photosystem I (PS I) was more reduced, creating conditions for enhanced oxidative damage due to reactive oxygen species. The shift of balance between PSII and PSI redox poises indicates lower PS I to PS II ratio in chlorina mutants compared to WT. Our results also suggest that chlorina mutant of wheat had lower capacity to increase the rate of cyclic electron flow around PSI, which makes these mutants more susceptible to environmental constraints. The severity of these effects varied in different mutants and growth phases. The relationships between leaf traits, photochemical responses and photosynthetic capacity were also examined.
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